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Our Opportunity
Fleets, Connectivity and New Mobility Drive Demand for New Solutions

Fleets
New Mobility
Connectivity

New Customer Needs
Data-driven services
Integrated solutions
New business models
Our Journey
From Tires and Services to Integrated Solutions Provider

Coming from tires

Moving to selling value

Offering tires + Single services + ContiLifeCycle™
Bundling single services

Embracing digitalization

ContiPressureCheck™
ContiConnect™
Intelligent tire

Heading toward

Integrated solutions provider
Our Opportunity
Solving Customer Needs Requires Product and Service Innovations

Productivity
- Increase uptime

Efficiency
- Decrease TCO\(^1\)

Safety and Compliance
- Zero incidents

Environment
- Reduce direct and indirect emissions

Convenience
- Decrease administrative burden

\(^1\) TCO: Total Cost of Ownership.
Our Portfolio
Conti360: Holistic Solution Portfolio to Fulfill Evolving Customer Needs

- Tire condition monitoring
- Analytics and optimization
- Premium Tires
- Tire and vehicle services
- Breakdown service
- Retread solutions

Conti360 SOLUTIONS
Our Edge: In-house Automotive Expertise
Unique Differentiator Within the Tire Industry

Remote Vehicle Diagnostics
Fleet Management Solutions
Electronics and Sensors Portfolio

Full technology portfolio and system competence
Superior understanding of vehicles
Vertical and horizontal integration capability
From Selling Tires to Integrated Solutions
Increasing Value Creation and Customer Retention

- **Growth**
  - through new revenue streams

- **Margins**
  - through increased services

- **Stability**
  - through subscription models

- **Returns**
  - through low capital intensity

**Single Product and Service Sale** → **Subscription Revenue**

- Tires
- Services
- Retread
- Electronics
- Conti360°
Use Case: Car-sharing
Digital Tire Monitoring and Prediction Models via ContiConnect Live

Benefits

› Increased efficiency for tire monitoring and services
› Reduced amount of incidents → higher uptime!
› Increased end user satisfaction
Use Case: Logistics Fleet
Pay Per Kilometer – Full Service via Conti360° Fleet Solutions

Benefits
› Downtime reduction
› Plannable costs based on monthly installments
› Access to pan-European service network for planned services at reliable quality

Tires as a Service

Fleet Checks
Tire Service
Breakdown Service

In cooperation with
Deutsche Post
DHL
Use Case: Liquid, Dry Bulk, Specialty Hauler

ContiConnect Yard

**Benefits**

› Reduction of tire related roadside breakdowns to zero

› 50% reduction of cost in emergency roadside calls
Our Journey Toward Integrated Solutions Provider
Commercializing New Opportunities into Sustainable Value Creation

Market

Data-driven services

New business models

Integrated solutions

Continental

Automotive expertise

Global service network

Tires sales split

Mid-term to long-term

today

Growth through new revenue streams

Margins through increased services

Stability through subscription models

Returns through low capital intensity

Solution business
Disclaimer

This presentation has been prepared by Continental Aktiengesellschaft solely in connection for the Capital Market Days in December 2020, and the subsequent analyst and investor meetings. It has not been independently verified. It does not constitute an offer, invitation or recommendation to purchase or subscribe for any shares or other securities issued or to be issued by Continental AG or any subsidiary and neither shall any part of it form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or commitment concerning the purchase or sale of such shares or other securities whatsoever.

Neither Continental Aktiengesellschaft nor any of its affiliates, advisors or representatives shall have any liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss that may arise from any use of this presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with this presentation.

This presentation includes assumptions, estimates, forecasts and other forward-looking statements, including statements about our beliefs and expectations regarding future developments as well as their effect on the results of Continental. These statements are based on plans, estimates and projections as they are currently available to the management of Continental. Therefore, these statements speak only as of the date they are made, and we undertake no obligation to update publicly any of them in light of new information or future events. Furthermore, although the management is of the opinion that these statements, and their underlying beliefs and expectations, are realistic as of the date they are made, no assurance can be given that the expected developments and effects will actually occur. Many factors may cause the actual development to be materially different from the expectations expressed here. Such factors include, for example and without limitation, changes in general economic and business conditions, fluctuations in currency exchange rates or interest rates, the introduction of competing products, the lack of acceptance for new products or services and changes in business strategy.

All statements with regard to markets or market position(s) of Continental or any of its competitors are estimates of Continental based on data available to Continental. Such data are neither comprehensive nor independently verified. Consequently, the data used are not adequate for and the statements based on such data are not meant to be an accurate or proper definition of regional and/or product markets or market shares of Continental and any of the participants in any market.